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NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY
ANNUAL REPORT - 1 OCTOBER 1981 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1982

I.

SUMMARY
During FY 1982, the NSBF conducted a total of fifty-nine flight

operations.

Fifty-two of the flights were in support of science.

The

remaining seven (7) flights were engineering/research and development.
The fifty-nine flights were in support of forty-nine scientists
representing 31 research organizations.
The requirements for remote flights increased greatly this year with
a total of fourteen (14) flights being flown from Alice Springs, Australia;
Greenville, South Carolina; Thompson, Canada and Malden, Missouri.
The success rate of the fifty-two (52) flights was 81%.

The overall

success for the total of fif ty-nine flights was 83.1%.
There were ten (10) failures in FY 1982 with balloons accounting for
seven of the failures.

The remaining three (3) were related 1 each of the

following: weather related, operations, and launch vehicle malfunction.
Highlights of the year included:
The successful valving of a balloon from 130K to
6OK at a rate of more than 1000 ft/min
Development of automatic burst control
International In terc ompar is on Program
Successful operation of payload reel down system
The first meeting of the Long Duration Ballooning Study Group was held
in Palestine on 9-10 December 1981.

The committee was formed as a result of

a recommendation of the workshop on the National Needs for Scientific Balloon
ing to review the present long duration program and to plan future actions.
A meeting of the International Committee on Ballooning and Related
Technology (ICOBART) was held in Ottawa, Canada in May 1982.

Items covered

-2at this meeting were varied and encompassed subjects from new balloon materials
to cryogenic inflation systems and data retrieval systems.
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II.

OPERATIONS
FLIGHT SERVICES BY THE NSBF
A total of fifty-nine (59) flights were flown by the NSBF during

FY 1982.

Fifty-two of these flights were in support of scientific objectives

and seven were test flights flown for the purpose of evaluating balloons or
new operational techniques.
Flight operations supported forty-nine individual scientists represent
ing thirty-one research organizations throughout the world.
To achieve this support, flights were flown from the NSBF, Palestine,
Texas and four remote locations; Alice Springs, Australia; Thompson, Canada;
Greenville, South Carolina and Malden,.Missouri.
The overall success rate for the 59 flights was 83.1%.
failures, with balloons accounting for seven of the failures.

There were 10
The balloon

failures were distributed by size and type as follows:
FLIGHT
NUMBER

VOLUME

1286-P
1294-P

MANUFACTURER

FAILURE ALTITUDE MODE

144,841 M 3

Winzen

at 19.8 km Catastrophic

195,387 M 3

Raven

Leaker, floated above
18.3 km for 6 hrs 37 mins

Winzen

Balloon burst prior to
release

Winzen

at 13.4 km/Leaker

3

182-N

84,667 M

1308-P

1,066,418 M 3

1310-P

792,876 M 3

Raven

at 13.4 km/Catastrophic

192-N

448,881 M 3

Raven

at 13.2 km/Catastrophic

1311-P

726,614 M 3

Winzen

at 18.3 km/Catastrophic

Of the three operational failures, one was due to the loss of a balloon
prior to launch when strong gusty winds were encountered in the final stages
of the balloon inflation.
spool.

The balloon was damaged and was destroyed in the
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Orie failure occurred due to an electrical malfunction on the Tiny
Tim launch vehicle which allowed the restraining jaws of the launcher
to open prior to the launch.

The balloon was intentionally deflated on

the launch pad and will be re-used after inspection by the manufacturer.
No serious damage occurred to the science payload.
The third failure occurred during a launch when a cable in the
flight train caught itself on a protuberance on the Tiny Tim launch
vehicle.

The balloon was destroyed and the payload was flown success

fully on a later flight.
In the fiscal year the NSBF conducted two foreign and two domestic
field programs.

During late.' November and December six (6) balloon flights

were conducted from Alice Springs, Australia.

This flight series marked

the first major NSBF program from Australia where the operational program
was entirely managed and supported by the NSBF.
In May and June the NSBF launched six (6 ) balloon flights from Greenville,
South Carolina for the purpose of providing extended flight duration oppor
tunities for the scientific users.

The average flight duration experienced

on the Greenville program was 45 hours and 30 minutes.

Telemetry and com

mand support was provided from Greenville, South Carolina, Palestine, Texas
and Lubbock, Texas.

The scientific payloads were recovered in Arizona and

New Mexico and returned to the users facility.

The success of the Greenville

operation has led to strong interest by the scientific community for future
programs of this nature.
One flight was conducted from Thompson, Canada.

This flight had a

flight duration of 35 hours and 36 minutes.
In September a Sky Anchor flight was launched from Malden, Missouri.
The flight was terminated early due to the failure of the zero-pressure
balloon at an altitude of 13.2 k m s .

-5The major highlight of the year was the support of the Stratospheric
Balloon Intercomparison Program.

Four balloon launches were conducted

within a period of three hours and thirty minutes.

The largest payload

weighed nearly two tons which was carried aloft on a 42 million cubic
foot (MCF) balloon, and the smallest payload weighed 3/4 of a ton and used
a 27 MCF balloon.
The goal of the mission was to fly for 24 hours advanced instruments
used to measure radicals and molecules which play a key role in determining
the formation and removal of ozone in the atmosphere.

The instruments used

were provided by scientists from Belgium, Canada, England, France, Italy,
Japan and the United States.
T h ree.of the four gondolas achieved this goal but one was parachuted
down shortly after launch due to the failure of the balloon.

The instru

ments were recovered and flown successfully at a later date.
The program proved that multi-sensor/multi-gondola experiments can
be performed successfully.
Also of considerable interest was the first flight of the Harvard
University Reei Down System in which a 140 lb payload was lowered a distance
of 12 kilometers and then raised again to dock with the primary payload.
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ELECTRONICS IMPROVEMENTS
Testing on five (5) of the new NSBF Consolidated Instrument Packages
(CIP) was completed and they were put into service on scientific flights.
The new CIP offers a greater number of discrete commands, for scientific
use and decreased size and weight.
A contract was awarded to a Dallas contractor for the development
of a data encoder to replace the one presently in use.
is expected in April 1983.

The prototype
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OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS
In FY 1982 an older model 30 ton crane was refurbished and made
suitable for a launch vehicle.

The boom was modified, outriggers and

a combination front end-backboard platform were built.
A l s o , a .heavy duty trailer was modified for use as a launch spool
at remote launch sites.
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This chart shows how the NSBF balloon flight support has
been distributed among the broad scientific disciplines.
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YEAR

'72*
'74
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'75

NUMBER OF FLIGHTS
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FAILURES

16%

'76

A*
'77 *78
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*80
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The number of flights attempted by the NSBF operations crew
from all locations and the percentage frequency of failures
are shown by years in both the graph and the table. The
table also provides a breakdown by failure type.
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III.

ENGINEERING
The NSBF Engineering Department activities were diversified during

FY 1982.

Major efforts concentrated on the theoretical modelling and

testing of conventional balloons and electronics, the preparation of
TDRSS support requirement documents and a long duration ballooning plan
to NASA, and support to NSBF operations with regard to several scientific
flight requirements.

Another major effort concentrated on the establish

ment of traceability methods with respect to balloon fabrication by the
manufacturing companies and the estab1ishment of a data base at the NSBF
of flight and balloon information.
A.

Research and-Development - Conventional Ballooning
Research and development at the NSBF was quite varied over the

past y e a r.

Six (6 ) test flights were flown in support of different

studies and programs.

Some of these flights enabled significant

advances to be made in the state-of-the-art of scientific balloon
ing.
1.

Zero-Pressure Balloon Design
a.

Design Codes
The first stage of a fully-automated zero-pres-

sure balloon design computer code is complete.

The

inputs to the program are launch payload weight,
initial float payload weight, initial float altitude
and final float payload weight.

The program computes

a complete balloon design including a balloon weight
estimate.

The work to date has concentrated on the

subroutines that feed the main design portion of the
program.

For this stage the design portion consists of
the original "flat-top" Smalley code.

The next

stage will replace "flat-top" by the more general
Smalley FULSIZ code as modified by Rand,
b.

Strain Gage Flights
Two (2) engineering flights to test a balloon

film strain gage developed by Dr. J. L. Rand of
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) were flown dur
ing FY 1982.
Flight Center.

This effort was funded by NASA Wallops
Five (5) gages were installed on a

1.0 MCF zero-pressure balloon of NSBF design.

One

dummy gage was used for temperature measurements.
The four (4) active gages performed well and provided
data throughout the first flight.

Data from the second

flight was very noisy and SwRI is attempting to filter
the data at this time.

Results from these flights

offer in-sight into future balloon designs.
2.

Materials
Much work has gone into producing a linear low density

polyethylene (LLDPE) balloon grade film during the past
year.

During FY 1982, a flight attempt was made utiliz

ing a LLDPE film extruded by Winzen International, Inc.,
but the balloon failed on the launch pad.

Investigation

into the failure yielded two areas of concern.

The first

area of concern was with regard to the film having a
relatively lower material "toughness" (determined by a
falling ball test) as compared to the ballooning standard;
Stratofilm^-%

The second finding indicated that due to a

-15much higher elastic modulus, significantly tighter manu
facturing tolerances will have to be instituted for bal
loons made from LLDPE.
A new laminating company for polyester films designated
for balloon use was qualified during FY 1982.

Johnson Lami

nating and Packaging, Inc., was qualified and awarded a con
tract to laminate ~10,000 lineal yards of 92 x 92 gauge
Hostaphan 2,000 polyester film for use in a balloon for
the Naval Research L a b .

The film received was superior to

any film that has been used in recent years with the quality
of workmanship excellent.
3.

Flight Hardware
a.

Large Balloon Helium Valve
Work on a new balloon helium valve, prompted

by the 1981 stub-duct project, was completed dur
ing FY 1982.

The valve is 31 inches in diameter

(equivalent to 5.7 13 inch valves) which allows it
to fit into a standard 42 inch apex fitting.

It

incorporates two independent "D" shaped diaphragms,
hinged on the straight edge.

Each "D" is operated

by a mechanism identical, both electrically and
mechanically, to the 13 inch valve.

A 4.75 MCF bal

loon has been modified to accept the large valve.
Flight testing of the valve should occur in FY 1983
after some theoretical studies and projections are
made for the valve.
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b.

Flight Diagnostics Package
In support of an effort by NSBF to establish

specifications for scientific gondola design, work
was initiated on a flight diagnostics package to
monitor gondola kinetics during parachute openings.
The instrumentation package is designed to moni
tor 3-axis gondola accelerations and 2-axis gondola
orientation during the parachute opening.
age will be a strap-on unit less than 1 ft

The pack3

in volume,

weigh less than 25 lbs and will be independent of
other on-board electronics systems except the CIP
command decoder (package ON and OFF commands required).
These packages, once fabricated, will be flown routinely,
when feasible, on operations flights at the NSBF.

The

data will be utilized to develop optimum gondola and
flight train component design specifications.
c.

Balloon Burst Detector
A continuing problem at the NSBF is how to rapidly

detect a catastrophic balloon burst and cut the pay
load away before the balloon entangles the parachute
resulting in a free fall.

Work was initiated in

FY 1982, and a prototype automatic balloon burst detector
was built.

The burst detector, located between the base

of the balloon and the top of the parachute is designed
to sense the loss of tension which accompanies a cata
strophic balloon failure.
The detector was flown unarmed on three operational
flights with the device being electronically monitored
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for correct operation during the entire flight.

A

fourth test was conducted on an engineering test
flight in which the device was flown "armed".
Results from the tests so far indicate that the
device has not activated prematurely but more testing
must be done to determine if activation times are
quick enough to prevent parachute fouling by a
failed balloon,
d.

Restraint Collar Study
An extensive study was undertaken in FY 1982 to

determine if the fmctioning of the current collar
design was as expected and if current procedures for
fabrication and installation of the collars were
satisfactory.

Materials tests were conducted to

define exerciser cord and foam stiffnesses and coef
ficients of friction needed for calculations.

The

design equations were reviewed and fabrication and
quality assurance (QA) was checked.

Findings and

conclusions from the study were that:
(1) The present collars were not expanding
appreciably, but were not causing any detect
able damage to the balloon.
(2) A new design be implemented which would
allow for greater collar expansion.
(3) A collar flight log be implemented and
maintained as a tool in detecting possible
problems.

(4) Collar sizes and design be based on
gross inflation.
(5) An effort should be made to improve
collar fabrication QA.
The recommendations of the study were implemented
and are now in use at the NSBF.
Electronics
a.

CIP II
Design and fabrication of the new Consolidated Instru

ment Package (CIP II) was completed and flight tested in
FY 1982.

The size of CIP II is about 1/3 the volume of

the old CIP and weighs about 60% of the old version.
CIP II incorporates the following basic features.
(1) An increase in the number of discrete
commands from 63 to 95 with the 16 bit
data word the same as the old CIP.
(2) A mini-data encoder for analog to dig
ital conversion of up to eight operational
analog signals and one digital word to moni
tor the status of NSBF parameters such as
ballast, transmitter, transponder, and pres
sure sensor ranges.
(3) Improved pressure sensors which have
better resolution over full altitude range.
(4) Same subcarriers for transmission of
data as the old CIP.
(5) Placement of PCM data encoder will be
within science pacakge thus eliminating the

The
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large interface cable between the science
package and the CIP II.
Several test flights were completed utilizing the
CIP II and it was declared operational in June 1982.
To date the CIP II has had excellent reliability with
eleven (11) complete units currently available,
b.

Omega
An investigation into the recent degradation of Omega's

balloon tracking reliability was conducted in an attempt
to identify the cause and allow corrective action.
purpose of the investigation was two-fold.

The

First, the

newer Automatic Omega II Navigation Receiver did not
perform balloon tracking as well as the older Automatic
Omega units.

Second, a general degradation in tracking

reliability had been noticed since the planned removal
of the Trinidad station from the Omega network on
January 1, 1981.

These problems had caused difficulty

in balloon tracking on several flights.
To support the investigations, the manufacturer:
tested the Auto Omega II unit, verified normal opera
tion, and then incorporated software modifications
which allowed key internal parameters to be selectively
\

added to the periodic tracking information printout.
The additional parameters were needed to allow evalua
tion of the unit's tracking performance.
The Auto Omega II demonstrated its poor performance
by a greater tendency to revert to a dead-reckoning mode
of tracking than did the older Auto Omega units.

A static
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ground test was conducted in which the Auto Omega II
and an older unit were observed side-by-side for
several days over varied conditions.

It was concluded,

after consultations with the manufacturer, that two
dead-reckoning threshold parameters of the Auto Omega
II were set too high and that they should be lowered
to be consistent with the single dead-reckoning thresh
old of the older units.

The thresholds were changed

and subsequent static ground tests and monitored per
formance during flights verified that the Auto Omega
II was tracking as well as the older units.
Evaluation of Omega tracking performance indicates
that tracking reliability has degraded because a con
sistent signal environment, of at least three useful
stations, is no longer available at NSBF.

Tracking

problems seem most pronounced during the evening hours
when frequently only two useable stations (North Dakota
and Hawaii) are available.

A form of "pseudo-range

mode" (requiring only two useable stations) of Omega
navigation is being investigated for future use.
5.

Data Base Management System
A continuing and increasing need by the NSBF to be able

to archive

and retrieve balloon design and flight informa

tion quickly and efficiently into a useable form, prompted
the NSBF to purchase an interactive record management and

analysis program during the past fiscal year.

The set of

computer programs written and documented by Centre Computer
Consultants is called GENERAL DATA BASE and was put on line
on the engineering department's PDP 11/34 mini-computer.
The system provides data storage, display, retrieval and
analysis facilities.
Gathering of flight data for input to the data base com
menced during FY 1982.

Data from ten years of flights were

gleaned from flight records.

Information such as balloon

design specifications, rigging hardware, inflations and flight
profiles were compiled for entry into the data base.

Once

completed, which should be early in FY 1983, a valuable research
tool will be available for use that should have many future
applications.
Long Duration
1.

Balloons
a.

Sky Anchor
The most significant achievement for long dura

tion balloons was the successful launch of the larg
est ever Sky Anchor system in September.

Both the

zero-pressure and super-pressure were significantly
larger than any Sky Anchor system previously flown.
The zero-pressure balloon was a 15.85 MCF and the
super-pressure a 3 MCF.

The payload weighed 1240 lbs

including a 950 lb science payload.
A flight abort occurred at 42,000 ft due to the
catastrophic failure of the zero-pressure balloon.
This failure was not related to the Sky Anchor system.
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Several catastrophic failures (including this one) that
have plagued ballooning in general are discussed in the
Failures Section of 1this report.
b.

RACOON
Preparations were made for a RACOON flight in early

FY 1983 from Australia for Dr. Glenn Frye.

The balloon

is an instrumented 15.4 MCF zero-pressure.

The payload

weight is estimated at 1200 lbs for science and support
with 300 lbs of emergency ballast.

The flight will pro

vide balloon engineering data as well as science.

GOES

and Meteosat will be used for primary data recovery.
c.

Super-Pressure
The final report, "Development of A Superpressure

Balloon for Long Duration Programs" by Winzen Inter
national , Inc. was received.

This report, culminat

ing design efforts by Winzen over several years pre
sented the results, conclusions, and recommendations
with regard to the Winzen "Macromesh" super-pressure
balloon design.
The "macromesh" design being pursued by Winzen,
utilizes a network of Kevlar load lines and meridonal
load tapes that envelope the balloon in a criss-cross
ing fashion.

As the balloon inflates, the lines and

tapes become taut and carry most of the load.

The film

then acts primarily as a gas barrier and requires lower
material strengths.

A small model balloon was constructed

of Nylon-12 and tested with good results, but much more

study and testing will be required before the system
is considered an operational candidate,
d.

Cryogenic Replenishment
A flight attempt was made to test Dr. David Ramsden's

developmental cryogenic replenishment system.

The balloon

was a specially modified 3.1 MCF zero-pressure.

The

total load below the balloon was 1665 lbs with approxi
mately 1100 lbs being the cryogenics, dewar, and cryogenic
control system.

The flight was terminated when it was

determined that the cryogenic control system was not
functioning.
Electronics
a.

CAPTN
The planned NSBF long duration package, the modular

Computer Augmented Platform for Telecommunication and
Navigation (CAPTN) is a CMOS micro-computer controlled
system that will provide a uniform interface environ
ment to a scientific package.

It will also control the

two-way telecommunications on a global basis with NSBF
and on a line-of-sight basis with the launch/recovery
sites.

The system will compute

its position on the

globe and provide it to both the scientific package and
the down link telemetry.
The heart of the balloon CAPTN is a CBC-800 micro
computer module from Diversified Technology.

These

modules provide a 2.5 MHZ NSC-800 CMOS processor, 16K
bytes RAM, up to 32 K bytes of EPROM, one RS-232 serial
port, 44 parallel I/O lines, four general purpose pro-
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grammable timers/counters, 19 maskable vector interrupts, and multi-master C-BUS interface.
During FY 1982 the operating system configuration
was defined, selected and a check-out of the CAPTN
micro-computer board started.

The BLMX (Board Level

Multi-Tasking Executive) operating system has been
configured for the CBC-800 and is currently providing
a multi-tasking environment.

CRT Terminal ‘
H andlers have

been written in PLM and are operational.
The long duration positioning system under develop
ment should provide position accuracy of ±1 km.

Location

will be determined on-board and will be provided to the
telemetry system and the scientific package if needed.
The positioning system is being configured as a TransitOmega hybrid to be controlled by an on-board micro
computer.
TRANSIT "pass alert" and "position solution" software (from John Hopkins Univ. technical reports), have
been coded.

The pass alert software is operational on

NSBF's STARPLEX development system (used to develop on
board software).

Hardware design of an interface between

a TRANSIT receiver module (Cambridge Eng. Design) and a
prototype micro-computer is essentially complete.

A proto

type Turnstile TRANSIT antenna has been constructed and
preliminary pattern tests look acceptable.
Since full global coverage of payload telemetry will
not be possible (other than ARGOS back-up which offers
minimal average data rate) in the foreseeable future, the

-25NSBF plans to use an Archive Buffer to augment available
down-link telemetry services.

The Archive Buffer will

store real-time data while in a telemetry zone of exclusion
(ZOE) region and allow playback recovery on command.
Playback data recovery must initially be accomplished
while the balloon payload is within line-of-sight of
a ground station.
An HCD-75 tape drive (manufactured by 3M) with minor
modifications is potentially useable as the archive buffer.
3 M ’s Controller/Formatter (C/F) unit; however, is suitable
primarily for breadboard evaluation due to its power
intensive TTL design technology.

Power cycling 3M's

C/F will help reduce average power demand in low aver
age telemetry data rate applications (e.g., GOES) but
the C/F function will need to be translated to CMOS
technology for augmenting TDRSS.

It is noteworthy that

Hewlett Packard uses 3M's drive with their own Z-80
based controller for back-up in their disk drives.

Since

the NSC-800 executes the Z-80 instruction set and has
comparable CMOS peripheral support devices, it should be
reasonable to translate H-P’s controller design to a
CMOS.
An HCD-75 tape system (drive and controiler/format
ter) has been purchased for prototype CAPTN evaluation
purposes.

An HCD-75 Diagnostic/Certification software

package, to be used in environmental testing the 3 M ’s
Drive (and C/F), is under development. The software
development is well under way with the interactive
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operator interface, HCD-75 interface, and limited
HCD diagnostic procedure modules operational at a
rudimentary level.

This is being designed as a

stand-along package on the CBC-800 prototype micro
computer board using PLM and BLMX.
b.

TDRSS
The telemetry system being pursued by NSBF as

the most probably for the long term is the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).

TDR.SS is

being developed under NASA sponsorship with GSFC
responsible for operational use of the system.

It

is presently scheduled to be operational by May, 1984.
The purpose of TDRSS is to provide tracking and tele
communications services for low-earth-orbit space
craft over most of their orbits.

The system consists

of two operational geosynchronous satellites, a ground
terminal, and a network control center.

TDRSS will

provide approximately 80% global coverage at 20° to 30°
latitudes with a zone of exclusion (ZOE) over the
Indian Ocean.

The TDRSS ground terminal (for both

satellites) will be located at White Sands, New Mexico.
The TDRSS network control center will be located at
GSFC in Greenbelt, Maryland.
The NSBF prepared and submitted two documents to
the appropriate NASA offices in FY 1982.

A preliminary

Support Instrumentation Requirements Document (SIRD)
was submitted to NASA Headquarters which outlines TDRSS
support needs of the Long Duration Program. The second
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Interface Control Document (RFICD), to NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, defines the radio frequency
interface between N SBF's transmitter and the TDRSS.
c.

Long Duration Balloon Flight Study Committee
A major effort by the engineering department in

FY 1982 was expended in support and assistance in
the preparation of a Long Duration Balloon Flight
Study which should be completed in FY 1983.

The

Long Duration Balloon Flight Study originated from
a recommendation of the Workshop on Scientific Bal
looning, September 28, to October 1, 1981, convened
by the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research in response to a request from NSF and
NASA, "... that a study be carried out at the
earliest opportunity to delineate the current scien
tific requirements, costs, and technical alter
natives for a program of long duration flights".
The National Scientific Balloon Facility Advisory
Panel at its meeting following the workshop on
October 2, 1981 established the Long Duration Bal
loon Flight Study Committee to begin this study.
As directed by the workshop, this study:
1) reevaluates user requirements for long duration;
2) examines alternative long duration balloon systems;
3) establishes detailed requirements for the flight
support systems; and 4) generates a proposed schedule
and budget for the completion of operational require-
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men ts and costs associated with long duration
flights.
In order to determine present user interest
and requirements, questionnaires were sent to all
American scientific groups known to be balloon
users and those abroad who had previously used
the National Scientific Balloon Facility.

The

responses to that survey were evaluated and used
as the basis for the report.

The report addresses

the scientific motivation, requirements, and costs
of a long duration balloon flight development pro
gram and an operational system to carry scientific
payloads.
C.

Operational Support
Several projects were carried out in FY 1982 in direct support of

the NSBF operations.

Many of these tasks were conducted jointly with

operations personnel.
1.

Several design reviews were held in support of a cryogenic

helium replenishment system developed by the University of
Southampton.

Engineering also assisted in the installation of

balloon sensors and flight support.

The flight, launched

from Greenville, S. C . was unsuccessful due to failure of
the Southampton cryogenic control system.
2.

An engineering test flight for line deployment was con

ducted in preparation for the Harvard University reel-down
flight.

Several Flight Readiness Reviews and design reviews

were conducted in support of the actual reel-down experiment
which consisted of lowering a 140 lb instrument package on
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a line from the main winch payload from 40.8 km down to
28.5 km and then reeling it back u p .

The experiment ,

launched by NSBF on September 15, was very successful.
3.

Balloon system designs and flight support were provided

to the Naval Research Laboratory in support of their Sky
Anchor flight in September.

The flight, attempted from

Malden, Missouri, was aborted due to the catastrophic
failure of the zero-pressure balloon.
4.

Electronics support by way of the design of a special

electronics package was provided to support a RACOON flight
for Dr. Glenn Frye of Case Western Reserve University and
the University of Melbourne, Australia scheduled to be
launched from Australia in early FY 1983.
5.

Design modifications were made for the P & H mobile

35 ton crane to make it useable as a launch vehicle.

The

modifications were made and the crane has been successfully
used on seven launches.
6.

A new 36" spool for remote launches was mounted, adjusted,

and tested.
7.

A new wheel system was designed and installed for the

Sky Anchor spool platform.
8.

Several site survey and support trips to remote sites

were m ade.
9.

Software was developed for several scientific flights to

provide recording of data and limited real time data display.
10.

An improved method of altitude reporting was initiated

in FY 1982, which alleviates some of the disparity between
radar and pressure altitude readings.

The revised method
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relies upon pressure and altitude data from radiosonde runs
and satellite reports and can be updated daily if desired.
The inputs are fed into a program written by engineering
and a new local "atmosphere" is generated.

To date, the

method has resulted in improved correlation between the
pressure and radar altitude readings.
11.

Engineering observation and reporting of each flight

was instigated to insure that an egineering representative
was present at each flight in case of balloon related prob
lems.
12.

Other support areas involved payload certifications,

balloon design verification and evaluation, payload thermo
dynamic consulation, and general consultation to NSBF
operations.
D.

Failures
There were eleven (11) flight failures in FY 1982 which can be

broken down into the following categories:
2 - Mechanical or launch equipment failures.

In one

of the cases the balloon was allowed to valve out
the helium and was put back into a b o x .
4 - Launch dynamics related.

The balloon failed prior

to release or during the early ascent phase.

One (1)

of these failures was a test balloon fabricated from
experimental film.
1 - "Leaker"

The balloon started to slowly descend and

was unable to maintain altitude.

Another "leaker"

occurred but was able to meet all of the scientific
objectives and was classified as a success.
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4 - Catastrophic balloon bursts.

These balloons catas

trophically failed during ascent.
A major investigative study was initiated in early FY 1982 in reponse
to eight (8) failures noted in FY 1981 and was carried further due to the
"leakers" and catastrophic failures in FY 1982.

Because the failures were

distributed between both balloon manufacturers the investigation centered
on commona1ities between the manufacturers, namely the film and the launch.
Results from a study late in FY 1981 showed that the new launch spool
produced less loading and a lower coefficient of friction than the old spool.
In addition, the method of failure was not characteristic of a launch prob
lem.

Several other factors were looked into but nothing unusual was found.
The most striking

factor in the investigation was the fact that catas

trophic balloon failures on ascent were occurring, a type of failure which
had become rare in the last several years.

Catastrophic failures in the

I960's were determined to be caused by film problems, therefore, the film
came under suspicion as a cause for the present failures.
Information was gathered on all balloons received by the NSBF since
January 1, 1980 (two balloons prior to that date).

The roll numbers of

film used in these balloons was sorted along with the thickness, associated
balloon, wall/cap, success/failure and polarized inspection or not.

The

decision was made to determine the relationship of balloons in NSBF stock
to the catastrophic failures, other balloon failures and film that had been
rejected.

Only wall material was considered.

It was also noted that the film manufacturer had moved to a new plant
during FY 1981 and was having increased rejection rates on film delivered
to the other balloon manufacturer.

Upon investigation, it was found that

the film quality control had become very lax.

The new manager of the film

plant was very cooperative and took immediate and definite steps to correct
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the situation.
From the investigation, there appeared to be a very strong correlation
between the balloons that failed catastrophically and other film-related
data received.

Although there are further areas of study that need to be

completed, the NSBF feels that the most probable cause for the catastrophic
failures was poor film quality control by the extrusion company.

The same

film problem could have very probably contributed to several of the other
balloon failures.
Steps have been taken by NSBF, Winzen, and Raven to correct the prob
lem and to prevent a reoccurrence of the situation.
E.

Miscellaneous
1.

Two enginers attended a short course on parachute

systems technology.
2.

Two papers were submitted to the COSPAR sponsored

Workshop on Instrumentation and Technology for Scientific
Ballooning.
The titles are:
a.

"Instantaneous, Predictable Balloon Systems
Descent from High Altitude" by Keith Hazlewood

b.

"Global Telecommunications Needs for the Long
Duration Balloon Platforms" by Stephen L. Waymire

c.

Work was initiated and is 85% complete on soft
ware development of a streamlined engineering
flight data reduction system.

This effort is

being made to increase the data reporting cap
ability of the engineering department.
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IV.

ADMINISTRATION
PERSONNEL
The staff of the National Scientific Balloon Facility on 30 September

1982

(the end of FY 1982) consisted of fifty-seven (57) full-time positions

and one (1) part-time employee.

The regular full-time staff allowance is

classified as follows:
Administration

-

5

Clerical

-

5

Engineers

-

8

Guards

-

3h

Machinist

-

1

Maintenance

-

3

Mechanic

-

2

Pilots

-

3

Support Scientists

-

2

Technicians

" 26

TOTAL

58^

There was one unfilled technician position on 30 September 1982.
Staff Changes for FY 1982 were as follows:
December 1981
1.

Bert Ricard, Guard, resigned.

April 1982
1.

Jona Harvey, Casual Secretary, resigned.

2.

Mark Cobble, Balloon Technician I, was hired.

May 1982
1.

Carl Kelley, Balloon Technician I, terminated.

2.

Don Roberts, Balloon Technician I, resigned.

3.

Kathy W hite, Casual Secretary, hired.
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4.

Sam Wooddell, Balloon Technician I, hired.

June 1982
1.

Keith Parkes, Balloon Technician I, was hired.

2.

Ron Costlow, Guard, resigned.

July 1982
1.

Glenn McCool, Guard, was hired.

2.

Oscar Cooper, Electronics Engineer III, retired.

August 1982
1.

Charles Boyd, Temporary Balloon Technician Assistant, was hired.

2.

Kenneth Ingram, Temporary Balloon Technician Assistant, was hired.

September 1982
1.

Jesse Phillips, Electronics Engineer, was hired.

2.

James DePue, Electronics Technician II, was hired.

3.

Bill Schumacher, Electronics Technician III, resigned.

FUNDING
FY 1982 NSBF BUDGET
Salaries & Benefits
Materials and Supplies
Purchased Services
Travel
Equipment

TOTAL

$1,709,900
61,700
384,600
42,800
1,000

$ 2 ,200,000
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PANEL MEETINGS
Two meetings of the NSBF Advisory Committee were held during the year.
The first mee ting was 2-3 March in Boulder, Colorado, the second was 20-21
September in Palestine, Texas.
At the first meeting, the Panel's main topic of discussion was the
status of the negotiations between NSF and NASA relevant to NSBF's separa
tion from NCAR.

Other items of interest were the FY 1982-1983 budgets,

report on activities of long duration study group and east coast launch
site, Greenville, South Carolina.
The second meeting reviewed, in detail, the interim NASA contract to
UCAR and PASA plans for NSBF management and the future role, mission and
m§mbers3iip of the NASA advisory panel.

0th4r items discussed were the

report on long duration study, southern hemisphere launches, NSBF opera
tions and the role of the panel until December 1982.
Members of the Panel during FY 1982 were as follows:
Dr. L. Heidt, National Center
for Atmospheric Research

Term expires in Fall

1983

Dr. W. Hoffmann, University of
Arizona

Term expires in Fall

1982

Dr. V. Lally, National Center
for Atmospheric Research

Term expires in Fall

1984

D r . W. Lewin, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

Term expires in Fall

1982

Dr. D. Muller, University of
Chicago

Term expires in Fall

1982

Dr. M. Pelling, University of
California, San Diego

Term expires in Fall

1982

Dr. B. Teegarden, Goddard Space
Flight Center

Term expires in Fall

1984

Dr. G. Tesi

NSF Observer

Dr. N. Hinners, Director
National Air and Space Museum

UCAR Trustee Observer

Due to the separation of the NSBF from UCAR which became effective
1 October 1982, the NSBF Advisory Panel will be disbanded and a Balloon
Working Group will be established to advise NASA in all areas regarding
scientific ballooning.

This group is to be composed of members of the

scientific community as well as technical and management areas.
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BASE IMPROVEMENTS
FY 1982 ended with several changes occurring in facilities at the

NSBF.
There was a power change-over completed in the staging building to
correct a problem in the elevator electrical system.
Also, in the staging building the installation of two (2) exit doors
was completed in the rear of each bay area.

These doors were needed for

safety purposes and increased convenience for users.
New restroom facilities have also been added on the first floor of
the staging building along with a wash sink in the bay area.
A storage building for lithium batteries has been constructed near
the entrance of the facility in a continuing safety program for base
personnel and users.

In line with this program another lithium battery

storage area is underway near the staging building.
Improvement in electrical systems in all buildings is an on going
program at the NSBF to keep pace with changes in scientific requirements.
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PLANS FOR FY 1983
The NSBF will conduct approximately sixty (60) flight operations in

FY 1983.

Remote operations from Greenville, South Carolina, Hawaii, and

South America are planned.
Three atmospheric sciences intercomparison flight programs, consist
ing of four (4) balloons launched near simultaneously, are scheduled for
the year.
Purchase of new equipments will provide for improved capability
of remote electronics ground stations.
Research and development will continue in the balloon materials area
in efforts to find lighter, stronger plastics for use in zero and super
pressure balloons.
Prototype electronics systems for long duration will be test flown.
Efforts in development of long duration balloon systems will continue
in-house with actual flight testing of new designs being dependent on
additional funding.
Quality control and increased reliability in balloons will receive
priority attention in FY 1983.

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY
EXPERIMENTER

FLIGHT

a

DATE

ORGANIZATION

NUMBER

TY P E OF
EXPERIMENT

OF

balloon]

VOLUME
(M3)

FLIGHTS

GAUGE a
MATERIAL

MANUFACTURER

FLIGHT
TIME
(HRS)

PRESSURE
FLOAT
ALT. (MB)

1838

N/A

N/A

PAYLOAD
WEIGHT
(KGS)

FLIGHT
SUCCESS

1981
Launch Vehicle
Malfunction

476,006

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

17,556

20.32 y Poly

Raven

371

7.54

20.26

Success

329,042

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

603

15.40

2.97

Success

62,297

25.40 y Poly

Winzen

626

8.40

14.04

Success

169,986

12.70 y Poly

Raven

858

12.20

11.89

Success

28,317

12.70 n Poly

Winzen

304

8.50

11.03

Success

Atmospheric Sciences

363,871

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

448

4.40

2.93

Success

J. Lehmann
NSBF

Engineering Test

113,267

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1814

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure

31 Jan.

Dr. D. Thompson
NASA-GSFC

Cosmic Ray Experiment

746,432

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1587

10.30

3.09

Success

1267-P

10 Oct.

Dr. T. Parnell
NASA-MSFC

Cosmic Ray Experiment

1268-P

19 Oct.

Dr. W. Nagel
NASA-GSFC

Atmospheric Sciences

1269-P

19 Oct.

Dr. R. Weiss
MIT

Cosmic Background Radiation

1270-P

04 Nov.

M. McFarland
NOAA

Atmospheric Sciences

1271-F

04 Nov.

Dr. R. Weiss
MIT

Cosmic Background Radiation

1272-PT

20 Nov.

NSBF-WFC

Engineering Test

1273-P

08 Dec.

Dr. J. Anderson
Harvard University

1274-PT

26 Jan.

1275-P

1276-PT

1982

24 March

NASA/NSBF

Strain Gage Test Flight

28,317

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

310

7.60

10.54

Success

1277-PT

31 March

NASA/NSBF

Test Flight for New CIP

26,476

17.78 y Poly

Raven

318

22.10

11.71

Success

1278-P

23 April

Drs. A. Boksenberg
and B. Bates
UCL

Ultraviolet Experiment

913,790

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1008

9.60

1.88

Success

1279-P

26 April

Dr. P. Lubin
Univ.Calif.

Cosmic Background Experiment

29,450

17.78 y Poly

Raven

371

12.80

14.70

Success

1280-P

02 May

Drs. R. Jennings/
1. Furniss
UCL

Far Infrared Experiment

144,841

12.70 u Poly

Winzen

1408

11.50

10.54

Success

1281-P

03 May

Drs. L. Haser/
S. Drapatz
Max-Planck Inst.

Far Infrared Experiment

197,567

17.78 y Poly

Winzen

1941

12.50

10.54

Success

1282-P

08 May

Dr. M. Israel
Washington Univ.

Cosmic Ray Experiment

856,589

17.78 u Poly

Raven

2224

35.30

3.55

Success

SU M M AR Y
EXPERIMENTER

FLIGHT
DATE

a

ORGANIZATION

NUMBER

TY P E OF
EXPERIMENT

BALLOON
VOLUME
(M3)

OF

FLIGHTS

GAUGE a
MATERIAL

MANUFACTURER

PAYLOAD
WEIGHT
(KGS)

FLIGHT
TIME
(HRS)

PRESSURE
FLOAT
ALT. (MB)

FLIGHT
SUCCESS

80,000

25.40 y Poly

Raven

600

16.90

8.68

Success

882,075

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

1511

11.20

2.70

Success

113,268

12.70 y Poly

Raven

195

9.00

2.97

Success

Far Infrared Experiment

144,841

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1372

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure
at 62.5 K Ft

Dr. A. Boksenberg
UCL

Ultraviolet Experiment

913,790

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1013

8.80

7.59

Success

03 June

Drs. A. Clarke/
P. Marsden
Leeds Univ.

Far Infrared Experiment

122,329

25.40 y Poly

Winzen

1145

17.40

10.39

Success

1289-P

04 June

Drs. Dean/Perotti
X-Ray Experiment
Univ. of Southampton
and Univ. of Milan

969,857

17.78 y Poly

Winzen

2279

14.80

3.70

Success

1290-P

17 June

Dr. K. Mauersberger
Univ. of Minnesota

Atmospheric Sciences

333,008
263

25.40 y Poly
12.70 y Poly

Winzen
Raven (Tow)

377

9.40

2.42

Success

1291-P

21 June

W. Nagel
NASA/GSFC

Atmospheric Sciences

196,095

12.70y

Winzen

489

8.00

3.60

Success

1292-P

22 June

J. Vallerga
MIT

X-Ray Experiment

64,846

12.95 y Poly

Raven

56

9.60

3.86

Success

1293-P

26 June

M. McFarland
NOAA

Atmospheric Sciences

62,297

25.40y Poly

Winzen

658

3.80

11.71

Success

1294-P

07 July

Dr. G. Fazio
Smithsonian Obs.

Far Infrared Experiment

195,387

17.78 y Poly

Raven

2438

8.80

44.60

Balloon Failure

1295-P

08 July

H . McFarland

Atmospheric Sciences

62,297

25.40 y Poly

Winzen

688

9.60

12.07

Success

327,345

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1110

8.50

4.03

Success

63,713
56.6

17.78 u Poly
25.40 u Poly

Raven
Winzen (Tow)

170

5.30

4.91

Success

1283-P

15 May

L. Heidt
NCAR

Atmospheric Sciences

1284-P

18 May

Drs. B. Bates and
McQuoid
Queens Univ.

Ultraviolet Experiment

1285-PT

22 May

H. Needleman/E.Smith Test of CIP II
NSBF/WFC

1286-P

29 May

Drs. R. Jennings
and I. Furniss
UCL

1287-P

01 June

1288-P

Poly

NOAA
1296-P

12 July

Dr. C. B. Farmer
JPL

Atmospheric Sciences

1297-P

21 July

R. Downing
JPL

Solar Cell Calibration

S U M M AR Y
EXPERIMENTER

FLIGHT
DATE

a

ORGANIZATION

NUMBER

-

TY P E OF
EXPERIMENT

BALLOON
VOLUME
(M3)

OF

FLIGHTS

GAUGE a
MATERIAL

MANUFACTURE^

PAYLOAD
WEIGHT
(KGS)

FLIG H T
TIME
(HRS)

PRESSURE
FLOAT
ALT. (MB)

FLIGHT
SUCCESS

1298-PT

29 July

J . Lehmann
NSBF/WPG

Line Deployment Flight

47,732

12.70 u Poly

Winzen

161

10.40

4.91

Success

1299-P

01 August

Drs. S. McBride/
and P. Richards
Univ.Calif.Berkeley

Atmospheric Sciences

56,634

25.40 y Poly

Winzen

690

7.60

13.22

Success

1300-P

04 Sept.

Dr. M. Hauser
NASA-GSFC

Far Infrared Experiment

187,842

17.78 y Poly

Winzen

2062

N/A

N/A

1301-P

05 Sept.

Dr. M. Hauser
NASA-GSFC

Far Infrared Experiment

229,362

20.32 y Poly

Winzen

2060

15.70

10.39

Success

1302-P

07 Sept.

Dr. W. Aalders
Univ. of Groningen

Far Infrared Experiment

128,351

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

1216

12.90

8.30

Success

1303-P

15 Sept.

Dr. J. Anderson
Harvard Univ.

Atmospheric Sciences and
Engineering Flight of Reel Down
Technique

803,453

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1541

11.10

2.70

Success

1304-P

17 Sept.

Dr. M. Israel
Washington Univ.

Cosmic Ray Experiment

807,035

15.24 y Poly

Raven

2309

33.30

3.31

Success

1305-P

17 Sept.

Dr. W. Aalders
Univ. of Groningen

Far Infrared Experiment

206,063

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

880

13.70

4.51

Success

1306-P

22 Sept.

Dr. R. Zander
Univ. of Liege

Atmospheric Sciences

726,897

17.78 y Poly

Winzen

1555

26.80

3.05

Success

1307-P

22 Sept.

Dr. J. Waters
JPL

Atmospheric Sciences

1,174,023

19.60 y Poly

Winzen

2057

25.70

2.70

Success

1308-P

22 Sept.

Dr. P. Woods
NPL

Atmospheric Sciences

1,066,418

19.60 y Poly

Winzen

2358

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure

1309-P

22 Sept.

Dr. W. Evans
AES

Atmospheric Sciences

764,436

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1033

18.40

2.21

Success

1310-P

24 Sept.

Dr. B. Teegarden
NASA-GSFC

Gamma Ray Experiment

792,876

12.70 y Poly

Raven

1696

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure
at 44 K Ft

1311-P

29 Sept.

Dr. E. Chupp
Univ. of New
Hampshire

Gamma Ray Experiment

726,614

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

1059

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure
at 60 K ft

Launch Failure

SUMMARY
EXPERIMENTER

FLIGHT
DATE

a

ORGANIZATION

NUMBER

TY P E OF
EXPERIMENT

W allo o n
volum e

(M3)

OF

FLIGHTS

GAUGE a
MATERIAL

MANUFACTURER

PAYLOAD
WEIGHT
(KGS)

FLIG H T
TIME
(HRS)

PRESSURE
FLOAT
ALT. (MB)

FLIGHT
SUCCESS

1981
179-N
Australia

10 Nov.

Dr. R. Stephen White Gamma Ray Experiment
Univ.Calif.Riverside

433,248

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1406

19.40

4.35

Success

180-N
Australia

20 Nov.

Dr. B. Teegarden
NASA-GSFC

Gamma Ray Experiment

746,432

12.70 n Poly

Winzen

1452

15.60

2.93

Success

181-N
Australia

21 Nov.

Dr. M. Leventhal
Sandia Labs.

Gamma Ray Experiment

580,495

12.70 p Poly

Winzen

1114

25.80

2.93

Success

182-N
Australia

01 Dec.

Dr. R. Sood
Univ. of Melbourne

Cosmic Ray Experiment

84,667

20.32 ji Poly

Winzen

409

N/A

N/A

Balloon Failure

183-N
Australia

02 Dec.

Dr. R. Sood
Univ. of Melbourne

Cosmic Ray Experiment

82,119

19.05 y Poly

Winzen

386

12.00

6.30

Success

184-N
Australia

03 Dec.

Dr. P. Fenton
Univ. of Tasmania

X-Ray Experiment

433,248

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1116

10.10

3.60

Success

185-N
29 May
S. Carolina

Dr. G. Fishman
NASA-MSFC

X-Ray/Gamma Ray Experiment

456,470

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1136

59.40

3.70

Success

02 June
186-N
S. Carolina

Dr. T. Parnell
NASA-MSFC

Cosmic Ray Experiment

502,344

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

1633

43.00

5.50

Success

187-N
06 June
S. Carolina

Dr. Carol Crannell
NASA-GSFC

X-Ray Experiment

476,009

15.24 y Poly

Winzen

1473

N/A

N/A

Balloon Destroyed
by High Wind

188-N
10 June
S. Carolina

Dr. Carol Crannell
NASA-GSFC

X-Ray Experiment

785,797

15.24 y Poly

Raven

1473

33.10

2.97

Success

189-N
14 June
S. Carolina

Dr. C.J. Waddington
Univ.of Minnesota

Cosmic Ray Experiment

235,539

12.70 y Poly

Winzen

1437

46.50

4.45

Success

190-N
23 June
S. Carolina

Dr. D. Ramsden
Univ.of Southampton

Cryogenic Gas Replenishment
Test Flight

87,783

30.48 y Poly

Winzen

703

8.90

10.86

Success

2.12

Success

N/A

Failure of Zero
Pressure Balloon

A-4

1982

191-N
Canada

28 August
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ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Mr. W. Nagel, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Flight 1268-P, 19 October 1981
Purpose: Engineering flight to demonstrate the feasibility of
tracking the setting sun to low angles in order to utilize the
sun as a source for studying atmospheric constituents in the
stratosphere.
Results; The flight performed exceptionally well.
It was demon
strated that the control system with its various solar sensors was
capable of tracking the sun to within ±3 arc minutes to an equiva
lent tangent height of 8 km. This exceeds the design goal by 4 km.
Drs. M. McFarland and Brian A. Ridley, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and National Center for Atmospheric Research
Flight 1270-P, 4 November 1981, Flight 1293-P, 26 June 1982
Purpose; According to our understanding of the chemistry, the
equilibrium ratio [NO2]/ [NO] in the stratosphere should be con
trolled primarily by the rate at which NO reacts with ozone and
the rate at which N0£ is photolyzed. The purpose of these experi
ments was to measure - simultaneously and in-situ - the concentra
tion of N O 2 > NO and 0^, so that this understanding could be verified.
Results: The preliminary data analysis indicates that our under
standing of stratospheric N0^ chemistry may be incomplete.
Further
data analysis, laboratory testing and another balloon flight should
allow us to determine the cause of the discrepancy between theory
and our data.
Publications: One or more papers based on data from these flights
will be written and submitted for publication during 1983.
Dr. K. Mauersberger, University of Minnesota
Flight 1290-P, 17 June 1982
Purpose: During the past years a Mass Spectrometer-Beam System has
been developed to measure, with a high accuracy, 0^> H^O, and CO^ in
the stratosphere. The measurements have been extended to determine
isotopic ratios of CO^ and 0 y
The main purpose of the flight in
June 1982 was to measure for the first time all three isotopes of
ozone at 48, 49 arid 50 amu and to search for CLO at 51 and 53 amu.
Results: The experiment worked very well.
There appears to be an
enhancement of heavy ozone, measured at mass 50 in the upper strato
sphere, and at mass 49 in the middle stratosphere.
Mass 51 showed a
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constituent maximizing around 40 km and decreasing both above and
below 40 km. The data are being further analyzed.
Publications: None from this particular flight. A paper on "heavy
ozone" is in preparation and data from the flight will be used.
Dr. M. Weinreb and Mr. W. Nagel, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration and NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Flight 1291-P, 21 June 1982
Purpose: To measure concentrations of ozone, nitric acid, water vapor
and F-12 in the stratosphere.
The flight instrument is a grating spec
trometer with multiple exit slits.
It measures absorption of solar
infrared radiation by the atmosphere at sunset, from which we derive
concentrations vs altitude. Information from this and future flights
will help specify the characteristics of an instrument for making long
term, continuous, global measurements from NOAA's operational earth
satellites.
Results: The instrument collected absorption data for several hours
before and during sunset. Noise levels were better than acceptable.
We derived coneentrations of ozone, water vapor, and nitric acid
between 25 and 39 km. Our results were very similar to the few insitu measurements of the same quantities that we were able to get,
which gives us confidence in our methods.
There are still more
analyses to be done.
Publications: "Measurements of Stratospheric Ozone and Water Vapor
by Solar Occulation in the Infrared", M. P. Weinreb, W. A. Morgan,
L. D. Johnson, P. A. Bridges, M. L. Hill, I-L. Chang, and D . F. Hansen,
EOS, 63, 897 (1982).
Dr. J. Waters, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Flight 1307-P, 22 September 1982
Purpose:

Measure vertical profiles of stratospheric 0^, CIO, and,

possibly H^O^ as part of the International Balloon Intercomparison
campaign.
Results: Measurements were performed between approximately 3 p.m.
and 3 a.m. at which time a problem in the instrument power supply
forced termination of the experiment.
The 0^ signal was clear and
data are still being analyzed for CIO and H^O^Dr. W. F. J. Evans, Atmospheric Environment Service
Flight 1309-P, 22 September 1982
Purpose: The purpose of this balloon flight was two-fold.
It con
stituted a continuation of the research at the Atmospheric Environ
ment Service into the potential anthropogenic impact on the strato-
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sphere and it was also part of the Balloon Intercomparison flight.
Specifically, the flight was intended to measure the altitude distri
bution of HNO^, NO^, NO, HC1, CH^, H^O, and SO2 in the stratosphere.
Results: The flight was reasonably successful and results should be
forthcoming in the near future.
Publications: This publication results from Flight 1228-P, 23 October
1980.
"Simulation of the October 23, 1980 Stratoprobe Flight"
W.F.J. Evans, C.T. McElroy, J.B. Kerr and J.C. McConnell, Geophys. R e s .
Lett., 9, 223-226, 1982.
COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENTS
Dr. R. Sood, University of Melbourne
Flight 183-N, 2 December 1981
Purpose: The technique relies on the collection and detection of
Cerenkov light generated by heavy nucleii before they disintegrate
in the upper atmosphere. A pair of parabolic dishes, with the inner
surface made reflecting, directs the light collected onto a photo
multiplier tube placed at each focus. The signal is required in time
coincidence between the two dishes to discriminate against the night
sky background and the particle induced background.
Five scintilla
tors are placed in strategic positions and used in anti-coincidence
to further reject charged particle background. Due to the large
area of the Cerenkov light pool at the balloon altitude (approxi2

mately 450 m ) the detector has a high geometric factor of approxi-

2

2

mately 35 m sr compared to approximately 0.5 m sr for conventional
detectors. This increased sensitivity has resulted in the significant
upper limit being obtained during the course of only a single night's
observations.
Publications: "Gamma Ray Observations in the Energy Range 0.3 _< E
< 5.0 GeV from Balloons", R. K. Sood, P. G. Clayton, C.E. Roff,
J.B. Hughes and G.K. Rochester, Journal of Physics E: (1982). In
the press.
"Drift Chambers for Gamma-Ray Astronomy", T. J. Sumner, G.K. Rochester,
P. D. Smith, J.P. Cooch, and R. K. Sood, Proc. 17th. International Cosmic
Ray Conference, j?, 29, (1981) .
"After Pulses from Drift Chambers", T. J. Sumner, J. P. Cooch, P.D. Smith,
R. K. Sood and G.K. Rochester,, (1982). Submitted to Nucl. Instr. Meth.
Dr. C. J. Waddington, University of Minnesota
Flight 189-N, 14 June 1982
Purpose:

This flight had three main objectives:

(1) to study the charge and energy spectra of cosmic ray nuclei with
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6<Z<:28 and 1<E<30 GeV/n.
2) To expose various targets to energetic nuclei in order to
study the nuclear interactions produced in nuc le us -n uc le us col
lisions , particularly those of high energy, E > 20 GeV/n.
3) To investigate the suitability of the various electronic
and passive detector elements for use in our proposed Shuttle
experiment (HEID).
Results: All elements of the detector array operated throughout
the flight with the exception of the wire spark chamber, which
was disabled before launch. Analysis of the data shows that the
expected charge resolution was obtained and that the track locat
ing multiwire proportional counters did have an acceptable effi
ciency over the entire charge range covered.
Improvements in the
efficiency appear to be possible with some technical modifications
and these are planned.
All the nuclear emulsions used as targets have been developed but
analysis has only just begun.
Similarly, although etching of the
CR39 plastic has begun there is still a great deal to do.
It is
therefore still too early to report on the scientific results that
will be available. However, the flight was long enough and the
technical performance was satisfactory, so results on the principal
scientific objectives should be obtained.
Specifically, adequate
statistics should be available on the high energy, E>20 GeV/n,
nuclei, both for the energy spectra and for the nuclear interactions
produced by the nuclei.
Publications: Confirmation of the Anomalous Behavior of Energetic
Nuclear Fragments, Phys. Rev. Lett., Vol. 48, No. 13 (1982).
H. B . Barber, P.S. Freier, and C.J. Waddington
Nucleus-nucleus collisions and interpretation of cosmic-ray cascades
above 100 TeV, Phys. Review D , Vol. 25, No. 9 (1982). T . K. Gaisser,
Todor Stanev, Phyllis Freier and C. Jake Waddington.
Drs. P. Evenson and P. Meyer, University of Chicago
Flight 191-N, 28 August 1982
Purpose: If gradient and curvature drifts are important in cosmicray solar modulation, the flux ratio of electrons to protons would
be expected to change following the reversal of the solar magnetic
field in 1980. This flight is a repeat of a similar flight with
the same electron detector done in August of 1979. The results
must be interpreted in terms of other balloon and spacecraft data.
Results: Data are still being analyzed.
The flight was a great
technical success both in terms of operation of equipment and flight
trajectory.
Publications: "Solar Modulation of Cosmic-Ray Electrons in the Years
1979-1982", Paul Evenson and Peter Meyer, EOS, 63, 1053, 1982.
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Dr. D. J. Thompson, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Flight 1275-P, 31 January 1982
Purpose: A number of localized sources of high energy gamma radiation
have been discovered by small satellite detectors.
Little is known
about these sources except for the fact that much of their energy is
radiated in the form of gamma rays. The primary scientific purpose of
this flight was to obtain additional information about one of these
sources. A second purpose for the flight was to test some detector
systems which are similar to those being built for a satellite gamma
ray telescope.
Results: Data are still being analyzed, but the failure of our star
camera and the limited exposure to the source probably preclude any
major scientific results from this flight. The data will allow us
to measure the atmospheric background and determine the response of
the instrument.
The engineering information obtained during the
flight has proved the systems which will be used in the satellite
detector and has indicated some improvements which can be made in
this detector.
Publications: "A High Energy Gamma Ray Balloon Instrument",
D . J . Thompson, J. Chesney, S. Derdeyn., C . Ehrmann, C . Fichtel,
S. Hunter, J. Jacques, R. Ross, G. Simpson, Bull. American Physical
Society 27, 469, 1982.
Dr. P. Lubin, University of California, Berkeley/Princeton University
Flight 1279-P, 26 April 1982
Purpose: The cosmic background radiation is one of the best probes
of the large scale structure of the universe. The instrument flown
was used to study the anisotropy in this radiation.
The instrument
is liquid-helium cooled and is sensitive to temperature differences
-4
of less than 10
degrees Kelvin in a flight. The instrument was
flown to check on reports of a quadrupole distribution reported
recently by two groups as well as to check on spectral distortions
reported at our wavelengths of 3 mm.
Results: This was the third flight of this instrument being flown
in July 1981 with David Wilkinson and November 1981 with Rainer Weiss.
The April 1982 flight was our first dedicated flight.
The instrument
worked well and the dipole anistropy caused by our motion could be
clearly seen in real time. The results are in serious disagreement
with previous quadrupole results.
First indications are also that
the data are inconsistent with a pure 2.7 K blackbody and may require
a higher temperature at our wavelength.
Publications: "3 mm Anisotropy in the Cosmic Background Radiation",
P.M. Lubin, to be published in Gamow Cosmology: Enrico Fermi School
of Physics - Varenna, 1982.
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"Linear and Circular Polarization of the Cosmic Background Radia
tion" , P. Melese, P. Lubin, G. Smoot submitted to Astrophysical
Journal Letters, 1982.
"90 GHz Anisotropy Measurement of the Cosmic Background Radiation",
G. Epstein, P. Lubin and G. F. Smoot, 1981 Cal. Space Conference.
"Spectral Distortions and Anisotropy in the Cosmic Background
Radiation", P. Lubin, Bulletin of the American Physical Society 27,
4, 545, 1982.
"3 mm Measurement of Anisotropy in the Cosmic Background Radiation",
P. Lub in, G. Epstein and G. Smoot, Bulletin of the American Astro
nomical Society, 1982.
"On the "Quadrupole Component" in the Cosmic Background Radiation",
P. Lubin, G. Epstein and G. Smoot, Bulletin of the American Physical
Society, 1982.
"3 mm Anisotropy Measurement:
On the Quadrupole Anisotropy in the
Cosmic Background Radiation", P. Lubin, G. Epstein, G. Smoot,
Submitted to Physical Review Letters, 1982.
FAR INFRARED EXPERIMENTS
Dr A. Clarke/Prof. P. Marsden, Leeds University
Flight 1288-P, 3 June 1982
Purpose: To survey regions of extended far-infrared radiation (wave
lengths = 100 micron) with a large angle scanning technique and to
make spectroscopic measurements with a liquid helium cooled lamellargrating interferometer.
Results: Currently being analyzed. We have a large quantity of data
to cross correlate but hope to have the analysis finished in the next
three months.
Our on-board 35 mm camera has confirmed that we scanned
the Galactic Centre and other regions of interest, e.g., 5 KPC arm.
The system worked in all of its possible operational modes.
Publications: None in the past 12 months.
ESA Symposium next April. (1983).

One in preparation for

Dr. M. Hauser, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Flight 1301-P, 5 September 1982
Purpose: Submillimeter emission is expected to originate from large
clouds of dust and gas making up the interstellar medium. The aim of
this experiment is to conduct a high sensitivity, low spatial resolu
tion, multicolor photometric survey for the purpose of characterizing
the structure and distribution of cool matter in our Galaxy.
In the
September flight, we observed regions of the Galaxy near its center and
beyond the inner ring structure.
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Results: Only preliminary data processing has been done at this
time, but about six hours of data were gathered and many sources
were detected.
Several calibration objects were successfully
scanned.
Publications: "Large Beam Observations of the Galactic Center at
150, 200, and 300 microns", M.T. Stier, E. Dwek, R. F. Silverberg,
M. G. Hauser, L. Cheung, T. Kelsall, and D. Y. Gezari, Proceeding
of Caltech Conf. on the Galactic Center, Jan. 1982.
"Far IR Compact Sources in the Galactic Plane", T. Kelsall,
M. G. Hauser, R. F. Silverberg, E. Dwek, M. T. Stier, and
D. Y. Gezari, BAAS 1_3, 807, (1982).
/

"A Large Aperture Balloon-Borne Telescope for a Submillimeter Wave
length Survey of the Galactic Plane", R. F. Silverberg, M. G. Hauser,
D . Walser, A. Flanick, A. Silver, J. Smith, L . Cheung, D . Y. Gezari,
T. Kelsall, and T. L. Skillman, Jr.
Proceeding of COSPAR, May 1982.
"The Large Scale Dust Distribution In the Inner Galaxy", M.G. Hauser,
E. Dwek, D . Y. Gezari, R. F. Silverberg, T. Kelsall, M. T. Stier,
and L. Cheung, in Kinematics, Dynamics and Structure of the Milky
Way, Ed. W.L.H. Shuter, D. Reidel (Dordrecht), In Press, 1983.
GAMMA AND X-RAY EXPERIMENTS
Dr. B. Teegarden, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Flight 180-N, 20 November 1981
Purpose: The principle purpose of this flight was to study the region
of the galactic center in the gamma-ray range.
In particular, we made
high resolution spectroscopic measurements aimed at the detection and
study of narrow lines in the gamma-ray spectrum.
This was accomplished
using an array of three cooled Germanium detectors having a typical
E/AE value of several hundred in the MeV range.
Results: Two sources were observed during the flight:
the galactic
center and the active galaxy CEN-A. A search was conducted for annihi
lation radiation (511 keV) from the galactic center and none was found.
This represents a confirmation of the time-variability of the galactic
center source. The CEN-A spectrum was measured for the first time with
a high resolution Germanium detector, and the spectral shape was found
to be in agreement with earlier measurements.
Publications: "Observations of the Galactic Center with the GSFC LowEnergy Gamma-Ray Spectrometer: Preliminary Results", W. J . Paciesas,
T. L. Cline, B. J. Teegarden, J. Tueller, P. Durouchoux, and J. M.
Hameury, Proceedings of the Workshop on the Galactic Center, Pasadena,
January 1982.
"Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy of the Galactic Center Region: Confirmation
of the Time-Variability of the Positron Annihilation Line", W.S. Paciesas,
T. L. Cline, B . J. Teegarden, J. Tueller, P. Durouchoux, and J. M. Hameury,
A p . J. (Letters), 260, L7-L10, August 1982.
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"Hard X-Ray Observations of the Crab and A0535+26 with a High
Energy Resolution Spectrometer", J. M. Hameury, D. Boclet,
P. Dourouchoux, T. L. Cline, W. S. Paciesas, B. J. Teegarden,
J. Tueller, and R. C. Haymes, submitted for publication in the
Astrophysical Journal, June 1982.
Dr. M. Leventhal and Mr. C. MacCallum, Bell Laboratories and Sandia
Laboratories
Flight 181-N, 21 November 1981
Purpose: We flew a Germanium gamma-ray telescope over Alice Springs,
Australia to study the electron-positron annihilation line at 511 FeV
coming from the galactic center direction.
Earlier work indicate
that the source might be time variable and we wished to confirm this
observation.
Results: About seven hours of galactic center data were obtained which
indicated that the source had gone into an "off" state.
The flux was
0.38
—3
2
measured to be 0.0 ± q 'q q x 10
photons per second per cm . This sur
prising result has lent significant support to black hole models of
the galactic center region.
Publications: "Time Variable Positron Annihilation Radiation From
the Galactic Center Direction", M. Leventhal, C . J. MacCallum,
A. F. Huters and P. D. Stang, Ap. J. (Letters) 260, LI (1982).
"Time Variable Positron Annihilation Radiation From the Galactic
Center Direction", M. Leventhal and C. J. MacCallum, in "The Galactic
Center" edited by G. R. Riegler and R. D . Blandford, AIP p. 132 (1982).
Drs. K. Fenton, A. Fenton, J.G. Greenhill, University of Tasmania
Drs. J. Quenby and A. Engel, Imperial College
Flight 184-N, 2 December 1981
Purpose: Observation of X-rays from celestial point sources with
particular reference to binary stellar systems and active galaxies.
The two detectors (xenon proportional counter and phoswich) have a
combined sensitive area of over 7000 square centimeters and should
provide unprecedented sensitivity in their active, energy range (20 200 KEV).
Results: The detectors operated well but tracking was restricted to
a few sources by failure of the elevation axis drive induced, we believe,
by the rough launch surface. The spectrum of SCO X-l was measured with
fluxes detected to about 60 KEV. The galactic center source GX 1 + 4
was found to be in a low intensity state with the hardest spectral index
yet reported. Work is continuing in order to clarify source confusion
problems.
Improved upper limits were set for the 20 - 80 KEV spectrum
of the SY 1 Galaxy IC 4329A.
These are consistent with power law
extrapolations of the HEA0-2 SSS spectrum, provided it was in a low
intensity state.
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Publications: "The Utic Hard X-Ray Balloon-Borne Platform",
J. G. Greenhill, D. J. Watts, A. B. Giles, K.B. Fenton, and S.C. Ashton,
Proc. Ast. Soc, Aust., in Press 1982.
Dr. G. Fishman, NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
Flight 185-N, 29 May 1982
Purpose: A large area scintillation detector array was used to study
gamma-ray bursts and transient and periodic hard X-ray sources.
Results: Over 53 hours of good data were obtained at float altitude.
All six detectors worked well, three successive passages of the Crab
pulsar were observed with 64 phase-bin resolution.
Data is still
being analysed for gamma-ray bursts. Three confirmed solar flares
were observed on 29 May. Design and performance data were obtained
for BATSE/GRO experiment and the Spacelab Nuclear Radiation Monitor
instrument.
Publications: "Observations of a Gamma-Ray Burst and other sources
with a Large-Area, Balloon-Borne Detector", R. B . Wilson, G. J . Fishman,
and C. A. Meegan, Proceedings of the Workshop on Gamma-Ray Transients
and Related Astrophysical Phenonema, La Jolla, California, AIP Proceed
ings No. 77 1982.
"The Pulse Profile of the Crab Pulsar in the Energy Range 45 keV 1.2 MeV" R. B . Wilson and G. J. Fishman The Astrophysical Journal,
to be published, June 1983.
Drs. A. Dean and D. Maccagni, Southampton University and University of Milan
Flight 1289-P, 4 June 1982
Purpose: To study a series of galactic and extragalactic X-ray sources
over the photon energy range of 15 keV to 300 keV. The instrument is
capable of locating sources at a level of =6 arc minutes and, since it
has a large sensitive area,
measurements are possible.

2

(s5000 cm ), detailed spectral and temporal

Results: To date only a small fraction of the data has been analyzed.
The ascent and engineering data showed that the telescope performed at
the sensitivity level predicted by Monte Carlo simulations and labora
tory tests. Several cosmic sources were observed during this first,
but regretably rather short, flight.
The preliminary analysis of this
astronomical data is underway.
Publications: This is a new programme of research and the first publica
tions are expected during 1983.
Drs. J. Vallerga and G. Ricker, Center for Space Research, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
Flight 1292-P, 22 June 1982
Purpose:

To establish the expected sensitivity of a new hard X-ray tele-
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scope design, the Hard X-ray Diffraction Telescope (HXDT), and experi
ment was conducted to measure the background counting rate at balloon
altitude (40 km) of mercuric iodide, a room temperature solid state
X-ray detector.
The prototype detector consisted of two thin mercuric
iodide (Hgl^) detectors surrounded by a large bismuth germanate (Bi^Ge^O^)
scintillator operated in anticoincidence.
The bismuth germanate shield
vetoed most of the background counting rate induced by atmospheric gamma
rays, neutrons and cosmic rays.
Results: A balloon-borne gondola containing a prototype detector assembly
was designed, constructed and flown twice in the spring of 1982 from
Palestine, Texas. The second flight of this instrument established a
-5
2
differential background counting rate of 4.2 ± 0.7 x 10
counts/sec cm
keV over the energy range of 40 to 80 keV. This measurement was within
50% of the predicted value. The prediction was based on a Monte Carlo
simulation of the detector assembly in the radiation environment at
float altitude.
Publications: "Studies of New Hard X-Ray Detection Methods and Observa
tions of Cosmic X-ray Sources", Vallerga, J.V., Ph.D. Thesis, M I T , (1982).
Vallerga, J.V., Ricker, G.R., Schnepple, W. and Ortale, C . , IEEE Trans,
on Nucl. Sci., NS-29 No. 1. p. 151. (1982).
Ogawara, Y . , Mitsuda, K . , Vallerga, J.V., Cominsky, L. Kruper, J.
Grunsfeld, J . , and Ricker, G.R., Nature, 295 p. 675 (1982).
"A Mercuric Iodide Detector System for X-ray Astronomy: I. Design Con
siderations and Predictions", Ricker, G.R., Vallerga, J.V., W ood, D.R.
to be published in Nucl. Inst, and Methods, (1983).
"A Mercuric Iodide Detector System for X-ray Astronomy:
II. Results
from Flight Tests of a Balloon Borne Instrument", Vallerga, J.V.,
Vanderspeck, R.K., Ricker, G.R., to be published in Nucl. Inst. and
Methods, (1983).
ULTRAVIOLET EXPERIMENTS
Dr. B. Welsh, University College London
Flight 1287-P, 1 June 1982
Purpose: To carry out high resolution ultra-violet observations of
early-type stars and of inter-stellar gas in and out of the Galactic
Plane.
Results:

Spectral observations at a resolution of 8 km S ^ covering
o
the region 2000-3200 A have been made of Alpha Lyrae (VEGA). This
data is of the highest quality yet obtained for this star and has
posed some important questions concerning model atmosphere calculations
for the production of non-lte lines.
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Publications: "High Resolution UV Observations of Alpha Lyrae Using
the UCL Balloon Borne Telescope System", B.Y. Welsh, W.A. Towlson,
M. Pettini, submitted to Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society.
OTHER
Mr. R. Downing, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Flight 1297-P, 21 July 1982
Purpose: Calibration of solar cells in space sun irradiance for use
as laboratory solar simulator standards.
Results: The data obtained was excellent.
reference cells were obtained.

Thirty space standard

Publications: "Results of the 1982 Balloon Flight", in publication
as JPL Document.

